Overview

In vivo applications of MR continue to grow thanks to technical advancements in ultra-high field instrumentation, gradient and radio-frequency coil design, novel acquisition methods and image processing algorithms. In addition, the development of novel contrast agents and significant progress in the theory of MR in biological systems has occurred in recent years. This conference focuses on the latest developments in both MR methodology and applications, providing a unique venue for exchanging ideas and developing collaborations.

Abbreviated Program

GOING WITH THE FLOW
- cerebral blood flow • renal function •

SUSCEPTIBILITY-BASED CONTRAST: IRON & BEYOND
- resonance frequency contrast: sources & applications
- iron effects on $R_2$ and MFC • iron in the body •

ADVANCES IN DIFFUSION
- diffusion at small scales • what do experiments reveal? •

FATS & LIPIDS
- water-fat separation in MRI: methods & applications
- MRI of fat in organs, muscles and body composition: implications in obesity • watch your liver •

BREAST MRI
- MRI mammography: harm or charm? • challenges and opportunities in breast MRI technology •

NEATEST PROBES
- hyperpolarized silicon nanoparticles • good old gadolinium in new applications • what about choline? •

SNR SKYROCKETS
- inductively coupled implanted coils at high field •
- preclinical cryogenic MRI coils – SNR & $$ •

ADVANCES IN IMAGING TECHNIQUES
- robust parallel imaging & compressed sensing •
- fasting imaging techniques • travelling waves •

LESS "FLASHY" BUT STILL IMPORTANT
- MT not limited to brain • microfluidics •

Application deadline: July 1, 2012
Please apply early.
Young investigators and students are particularly encouraged to apply.
Gordon Research Conference
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Chair: Greg Stanisz; Vice Chair: Penny Gowland
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